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Shadow Battle 2.2 is an action game for Android Download latest version of Shadow Battle 2.2 MOD Apk [Unlimited Money] v2.2.34 for Android by apkonehack with direct connectionOriginally published on apkonehack.com on August 4, 2018. Developer: ONESOFT Android:4.2+ Genre:
Action ➞ Games without cache ➞ MOD Size: 82.3 Mb Update:17.09.202 0 Current Version:2.2.56 4.9 Download Shadow Battle 2.2 MONEY MOD / Gems - Play this game and prove your martial arts skills. Choose one of the 5 heroes and start your journey. You are a hero who fights under
the guise of a shadow, deal crushing blows to your enemies and go all the way. Play online or just go through the story. Your characters will have tough techniques and incredible magical skills. Play and see these latest news, games, programs. Here you can download full versions of
games and programs to your Android device, as well as MOD games, completely free and without registration. All of this is completely safe as they have been tested for viruses and performance. Don't forget to rate us, as it will help us know better what your preferences are. The power of
THE SHADOW has corrupted our universe by the power of bitterness, all life forms are covered by its effect. You are the only one - the commander - able to free the imprisoned heroes, take the lead and fight the SHADOW to bring peace to the universe. Shadow BATTLE brings you to
many heroes under 6 unique categories to choose from. Collect new heroes, badges and manage them the way you want. As commander, you can recruit, force and manage heroes to fight the SHADOW force that threatens to enslave the entire Universe! Engage in Versus battles to defeat
your opponents. Earn rewards, improve your power and become the highest-ranking commander! Win cubes to discover loot and treasures in: rare heroes, diamonds, precious resources and other incredible rewards! The power of THE SHADOW has corrupted our universe by the power of
bitterness, all life forms are covered by its effect. The souls of the most powerful heroes have been sealed in the magical artifact called the Cube. You are the only one - the commander - able to free the imprisoned heroes, take the lead and fight the SHADOW to bring peace to the universe.
Engage in Versus battles to defeat your opponents. Earn rewards, improve your power and become the highest-ranking commander! Win cubes to discover loot and treasures in: rare heroes, diamonds, precious resources and other incredible rewards! We want to make sure you have fun.
Feel free to write us comments. real-time credits for us. Let's improve the game together! Everyone knows Toriyama Akira's Dragon Ball manga. Based on images of the main characters and villains in the famous novel and the real fans of Dragon Ball, the publisher of Blackhole Studio has
released a super competitive role-playing game called Shadow Battle. The first version of 2.1 appears to have been released immediately after the came up with the idea to satisfy your hunger after waiting. Not to stop there, after the successful release of version 2.1 with positive reviews
and strong support, ideas and suggestions of the gaming community, May 6, 2018, past. Shadow Battle version 2.2 has been released with more complete and detailed updates. Along with this, there are major upgrades to the character system, store items, and attacking skills. Every skill
upgraded to strength in every attack promises to bring players the gift can't be ignored with this role-playing game. Plot With the continuous development of the dark forces of the universe in both power and race, more specifically in Shadow Drankness, our Earth gradually wraps itself in the
shadow of this power, the world in your hands, swept people into the war of the smoke of fire. So one day, our world will be occupied, and people will become slaves under the demons, and now our generals are being held captive. Only you - a commander in charge of the great commander
must take the lead and fight the dark army must limp, restore peace to the world, return to life peacefully. For humanity, rescue the heroes imprisoned for so long! Gameplay When you participate in the game, you will have a default character, the game's character system is quite large, but
you need gold money to be able to unlock them, so how to get the money? You have to go match and do missions, the mission system of the game is very arranged with increasing difficulty, also that your opponent is so that it grows stronger than the ratio of money and the item you
received. With this fun but addictive game, the game will provide you with a variety of skills and controls, and you'll be able to control your left and right hand directly by touching your smartphone screen. When you want to use a high attack, move the target to the right and click on the skill,
is it easy? However, the higher your MP capacity, the more MP you need to keep and spend enough TIME recovering MP to use the next capacity. Then you need to keep your blood dry without your opponent lying down. If you feel that your opponent is too strong or just playing, don't
worry, there is a store system with components that help you have stronger skills and longer maintain HP and MP. Sum up with crisp 3D graphics, dark tones can't fit into the wild war scene; you will immerse yourself in the virtual world, turning your shoulders into the same hero, but you feel
so real. With these graphics, gaming community ratings on a scale of 10 are also 10. I also find it very standard, graphics are a huge part affect the mood of players strongly, if the game is a weak graphics, the lack of sharp people who insisted right? Shadow Battle - fighting with beautifully
designed sets and smooth movement of fighters. A huge number of characters, though hidden in the shadows, but recognizable and popular. On the list will be the old school and new entrants in recent years. Each of them has a unique fighting style and a variety of skills that makes the
battle to an entirely predictable result with amazing results. Supported Android (4.0.3 and above) Ice Cream Sandwiches (4.0 - 4.0.4), Jelly Bean (4.1 - 4.3.1), KitKat (4.4 - 4.4.4), Lollipop (5.0 - 5.1 1.1),Marshmallow (6.0 - 6.0.1),Nougat (7.0 – 7.1.1),Oreo (8.0-8.1) Content: The POWER OF
SCIU has corrupted our Universe from its power, all life forms are covered by its effect. The souls of the most powerful heroes were sealed in the magical artifact called the Cube. Only you - the Commander - can free the imprisoned heroes, take the initiative and fight the shadow to restore
peace with the universe. Features: * NEWS! Shadow BATTLE 2.2 is released with Arena multiplayer online game mode!* CREATE YOUR OWN REGULAR SHADOW BATTLE MATCH brings to you many heroes under 6 unique categories to choose from. Collect new heroes, badges and
manage them the way you like. Being fast and cute, powerful and disruptive, enigmatic and deadly.* BECOME THE GREAT MYTH As commander, you can recruit, force and manage heroes to fight against shadow power that threatens to enslave the entire Universe! - Collect all the most
powerful heroes together and keep them by your side, race below your lead. - Start the epic journey between the stars, explore planets and beautiful landscapes. FOLLOW US
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